
Greetings!
This month, we bring to you some incredible 
new developments, architects' reactions to our 
Made in Italy Collection and exclusive details 
about the NITCO Team.

The Prime Minister of 
India applauds a railway 
project that NITCO is a 
part of!
We are proud to be a part of Gandhinagar Capital, 
India's first redeveloped railway station, inaugurated 
by Prime Minister Narendra Modi on July 16th. Its 
design sets the benchmark for an innovative way of 
land use with a World Class hotel facility above the 
railway tracks, a first-of-its-kind in the country.
In his message to the country, PM Modi mentioned In his message to the country, PM Modi mentioned 
wanting our railway stations to be of top quality and 
NITCO is proud to have been chosen as one of the 
brands to be a part of this mega revamp.

Ar. Nidhi Parekh has beautifully used NITCO's 
inlay design, made of Galaxy Black granite and 
Jaisalmer yellow stone, in this upgraded railway 
station.

This month saw us participating in 
Coverings 2021, the preeminent event for 
the ceramic tile and natural stone industry 
in North America!

Our booth showcased a wide range of Our booth showcased a wide range of 
surface solutions from handcrafted tiles, 
exotic marble, waterjet mosaic to curated 
wooden planks, porcelain mosaic, subway, 
encaustic, large slabs, and full body 
countertops in porcelain and quartz.

Customers who visited our booth were Customers who visited our booth were 
spellbound by our range of products, from 
large slabs of exotic stones like Blue Monet, 
kitchen slabs in porcelain, to an elegant mix 
and match of Carrara marble.

NITCO’s entry into 
Coverings 2021, Orlando

“The NITCO booth and designs were very very impressive. 
The Tile Council of North America (TCNA) Executive Director

We loved the Marble Collection especially the Lilac White 
and the large slabs - a real differentiated range. NITCO’s 
designs were the showstopper this Coverings.

“
Mexican Customer

Architects love NITCO's 
Made In Italy collection!
This month saw famous architects across 
the country unboxing our Made In Italy 
Collection of tiles on Instagram. We were 
thrilled to send them a few samples, and 
their heartwarming responses have us 
eagerly awaiting new projects! 

The NITCO Made in Italy Collection is one of The NITCO Made in Italy Collection is one of 
its kind, available in large sizes of 8x4 ft in 
6mm thickness. These are also the only tiles 
in India that are suitable for heavy-duty 
areas like shopping malls or airports.

NITCO welcomes more partners in its family!
This month, we welcomed two new partners - M/s Luhani Tiles & Sanitary, Sikar - Rajasthan, and 

Gupta Sanitary & Tiles Emporium, Dehradun, into our ever-growing family.
Enjoy these glimpses from the safe and responsible celebrations at each location.

NITCO is our 
customer’s preferred 
tile brand in Kerala!

This fabulous NITCO Project features our 
Cotto Terracotta, Cotto Rouge and Cotto 
Ocean Blue tiles. These tiles come in a 
signature rustic finish that perfectly 
complements the exquisite wood paneling 
and modern farmhouse decor of the space.

Our team was especially happy to meet the Our team was especially happy to meet the 
owners of this beautiful abode and delight 
them with a small gesture from the NITCO 
Family.

Get to know the NITCO Team, one story at a time!
Our employees are our strength. Every NITCO product reflects their hard work, and so we 
wanted to go further and give people a glimpse of the champions behind our success.

Proudly presenting a new, weekly series on all our social media handles - an introduction to the 
#NITCOTeam! 

If you haven't already, do check it out.

Cheers, NITCO Team

From exploring new horizons to evolving as a team, there's a lot 
more to look forward to for the rest of 2021!


